MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Projected Offerings

Winter 2018

ANTHRBIO 364, Nutrition & Evolution, Maureen Devlin, TTh 11:30-1

ANTHRCUL 258, Culture & Medicine, Holly Peters-Golden, TTh 1-2:30

ANTHRCUL 344, Medical Anthropology, Holly Peters-Golden, TTh 10-11:30

ANTHRCUL 458.001, Topics in Sociocul Anthro: Ethnography Lab: The Drug War, NAFTA and Environmental Health in Mexico City, Liz Roberts, Tue 9-12 (This is a very small lab class that requires permission of the instructor to enroll. Contact lfsrob@umich.edu for more information.)

ANTHRCUL 458.003, Topics in Sociocul Anthro: The Anthropology of Infectious Disease, Abigail Dumes, MW 11:30-1

ANTHRCUL 458.004, Topics in Sociocul Anthro: Traditions and Directions of Psychiatric Anthropology, Zhiying Ma, Mon 3:00-6:00

This information is subject to change.
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